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[Editorial Note: What you are going to read below - if at all you decide to read it beyond this Editorial 

Note - is a horror story - true story, not fiction. 

I am afraid this magazine is showing pornographical tastes, like all the present day forms of journalism 

and art, fine or non-fine or un-fine. This occasional switching to such modernities via religion is, no doubt, odd 

and curious. It began from the translation of a passage - from our holy Scripture the "Gauthau", (pronouncing 

GAC Style) 53-7. 

We had in our June issue narrated the story of a lesbian "married" couple - female "marrying" a female - 

and their pickle jar babies. It was a morally horrifying story all right, but did not involve physical horrors of 

cruelty or murder. It was in effect a "love" story of two females who expressed their love through 

homosexuality and who wanted to satisfy their mother-instinct, though contrary to their sexual instinct. So, 

having come so far why not introduce a little cruelty and murder too? 

But it is not 'little'. It is ghastly, it is horrible, it is shocking to the core. If your stomach is weak or heart 

feeble, don't read it. If you think you are strong hearted enough to stomach any amount of human bestiality, 

read it; but you may have to change your opinion about how strong you are. 

We had occasion to refer to a book "Octopus" by Brian Freemantle (Orion 1995), which reveals startling 

facts about the heinous global crimes, like arms trade, drugs trade, child snatching, pornography, prostitution, 

computer crimes, terrorism. Of the 30 chapters of this 400 pages-thick book, the one titled "Snuffed Out" is 

the most traumatic and most nerve racking. It is the horror story of extreme cruelty inflicted on CHILDREN 

and INFANTS and video-filming it for gratifying the psyche of abnormally perverse people spread all over the 

globe. Scientix presents the highlights. May you be able to stomach it. - Editor] 

 

They are called "snuff movies". 'Snuff out' means to extinguish. If you catch hold of the wick of a burning 

lamp or candle between the two hands of a tong, the light goes off. Here, in our horror story, children are 

snuffed out. They may be anywhere between one year to twelve years, sometimes less or more on either 

side. How are these innocent candles snuffed out? 

The children are drugged just minimum, to make them relax or amenable to what is going to follow. What 

is it? They are subjected to most atrocious and fiendish sexual tortures. They, not necessarily female children, 

are raped by several adults one after the other and "are put through every type of depravity which child sex 

perverts can imagine", as Freemantle puts it in his "Octopus". They are then murdered by every imaginable 

torture, AND ALL THE TIME CAMERA IS RUNNING……  The product: a snuff movie, for sale all over the 

world where there is a market for them. And market there is, a thriving one, the largest being in America. 

Where are these children brought from? Kidnapped, snatched, stolen, smuggled from Thailand, 

Philippines, South Korea and Sri Lanka, and brought to Netherlands, Germany, Portugal and other parts of 

Europe. The income from child trafficking and exploitation is 5 billion dollars per year. "Of that, 1 

billion was spent by child sex perverts in America". There are Mafia groups operating on the projects. 

America is the exporter and importer both. During an investigation by undercover FBI agents, they were 

asked to pay 6500 pounds to buy one snuff movie. 

Freemantle writes that in a pornographic video shop in Amsterdam, he was told that he could buy a 

variety of child sex films, some of them "including animals", the salesman said. "There is a good one with a 

dog.  It is American. America makes best stuff and snuff. What price? At least Pounds 5000, Sir, because 

"this stuff is special.  Very special. You and your friends will like to watch it for a long time". The shop had 

videos featuring children on open display. 

Scotland Yard, Britain's well-known Police organisation has evidence of such cases, but arrests and 

punishment to the criminals are few. Their investigations to trace 20 missing children in England itself, which 

was spread over a period of six years, confirmed that several snuff movies were in circulation. They had set 

up a telephone number inviting witnesses to help the Police in their hoary task. 

One 19 year old youth named Andrew had given a tape recorded confession to a non-police organisation 



that, in 1988 he was taken to Amsterdam and there, in a warehouse, twelve men successively raped a boy of 

12 years, which Andrew was asked to film. The child was then beaten with chain and killed by being run over 

by a motorcycle. His body was thrown in a canal. Andrew could have been a good lead to snuff, but before he 

could be taken to Scotland Yard, he was attacked by two men just outside the home of an official of that non-

Police organisation, and whisked away. He was never found. 

The Police had statements of two convicted prisoners, that in November 1985 a 14 year old boy, Jason 

Swift was taken by four men to a flat in Harkney, London. Freemantle writes, "He was drugged with valium to 

relax him and make it easier for the men to inflict upon him sexual activities the details of which I cannot 

recount". Jason was then strangled. His dead body was expertly treated to remove all forensic evidence and 

then dumped in a dense groove of bushes and trees.   The Police had clues that the whole thing, from sexual 

torture to heinous murder was filmed, but could not trace the video, although they knew that it was in 

circulation in Amsterdam. 

The Scotland Yard had launched an "operation orchid" - as they named it - to find out the criminals. 100 

possible young victims who had disappeared, were listed. They were all boys. The list was narrowed to 20. 

Six of them were filmed as they were killed, the Police believed. But not a single film was found. The 

Operation was ultimately given up. In 1994, a legal provision was added to Criminal Justice and Public Order 

Act, whereby DNA samples from the convicted sex offenders were to be taken and stored in a data bank. The 

bank was established in April 1995. The estimate is that by 2000, there will be five million entries of sex 

criminals. The cost of the project is 20 million pounds! On the criminals' side, a small trader of snuffy 

films can and does earn millions a year. 

The Police has traced alive some tortured children. Their psyche is shattered and they need enormous 

psychiatric treatment. The Police Officers who work on these horrors have severe nightmares and some need 

psychological help. The Police Chief, one Hames, had a heart attack and had to leave his job, in spite of all 

his burning desire to bring the criminals to justice. He had learnt about or actually seen the blue movies of 

extreme and grotesque physical tortures. Severing of genitals, screaming women.... bestialities unimaginable, 

"Coprophilia - the fetish involving human excrement, sometimes being eaten at the moment of defecation, a 

familiar subject…." I think I must stop…. My agonising apologies to my readers. 

THAT is our "perfecting world….  our scientific civilization…. our progressive time..... 

Has Zohak already broken his chain and got loose? 
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